DON’T LISTEN TO STORIES

TELL THE

STORIES
QUINTREX.COM.AU

cabins

FIND YOUR SPIRIT OF

ADVENTURE

FORTUNE FAVOURS THE BOLD

Some people sit and watch adventure programmes, thinking one day,
maybe, they’ll have their own.
But you, well you’re different. You don’t sit and wait for the right
opportunity, no you seize the day. For you dreaming about something
and doing it are two different things. You don’t just want to hear about
other people’s adventures. You want to tell the stories of your own.
Quintrex boats are built for the doers. They are built for the adventurers,
the fun seekers, the explorers and the memory makers. There are
thousands of stories in every Quintrex boat, which one will be yours?

GREATER STABILITY + CORNERING

great things
take time

SMOOTHER
RIDE
The future of aluminium boating has
changed forever as the Apex Hull delivers
unbelievable on water performance created
by a combination of these key factors:

After years of research, Quintrex has released the Apex Hull design
set to revolutionize the boating industry. From humble beginnings in
1945 Quintrex has remained the leader in aluminium boat research
and development for over 70 years. True to its name, the Apex Hull
offers the pinnacle of boating with years of research and development
leading to superior performance on the water – You have never seen
a boat quite like this before!

The flare is carried further aft to maintain
continual contact with the water when on
the plane creating an even, smooth ride.
The wider, sweeping chine design opens
the front of the hull to allow the flaring
to carry further forward up the stem line,
consequently improving rough water
performance. By widening the chine on
the Apex Hull, Quintrex have achieved
increased stability and grip when cornering.
The increased surface area at the bow of
the Apex Hull provides much greater lift,
ensuring a level attitude.

harder,
better,
stronger

20% INTERNAL VOLUME INCREASE

higher
RSD

MORE
ROOM

20%

MORE
VOLUME

The Apex Hull keeps giving with even more
internal room making sure it is one of the
most user-friendly hulls on the market.

wider

The Apex Hull not only
provides ultimate on-water
performance but are truly
built tough to last with
increased Hull strength
created with 4mm bottom
sheets and 3mm side
sheets of pressed marine
grade aluminium across
the Frontier & Freestyler
ranges. The 630 size
models even receive a
standard upgrade to 5mm.

CHINE

The new RSD (Raised Side Decks) featured
on selected Apex models is fully-welded and
increases the overall internal volume of the
boat by 20%. The new RSD also increases
freeboard by 80mm, offering extra comfort,
safety and fishability. Combine this with a
compact side deck design which maximises
internal width in the Apex Hull.
The overall footprint of the Apex Hull has
increased by 5%; the forked bow creates room
for a large bow seating area on Freestyler
models and a large casting platform on
Frontier models.

FOOTPRINT INCREASE

wider
bow seating
CREATED BY
FORKED BOW

The Apex Hull stands out as
one of the most innovative
and modern hull designs
you will see on the water.
The lines of the Apex Hull
combined with the forked
bow and sleek windscreen
profile* provide a
refreshing, modern look to
aluminium boat design, one
that has never been seen
before that is for sure.

*Freestyler models only

apex hulls

5%

leading
design

blade hull

A HULL
for

BLADE
HULL

EVERY
WATER
Quintrex’s aluminium boats feature
technology-driven hulls that leave
competitors in the wake. Our unique
ability to stretch form aluminium allows
us to create shapes only previously made
in fibreglass, delivering the softest, driest
riding aluminium boats on the market.

FLARED
BOW

Our blade hull cuts through
rough water like a knife
with its sharper, sleeker
shape and increased
deadrise. By releasing
spray further aft you get
an even drier ride, and
if that’s not enough our
blade hull has increased
hull efficiency by balancing
the convex and concave
shapes offering lower
planning speeds and
improved top-end speed!

CONVENTIONAL
HULL

BLADE
HULL

flared bow
The concave shape of the flared bow is made possible by
our unique ability to stretch form aluminium. The curve
of side sheets deflects spray and keeps passengers dry.
In rougher conditions such as in breaking seas and solid
water the flared bow aids in lift and recovery.

eclipse hull
This hull combines the stability of a
traditional punt with the handling of a
v-shaped hull. Its v-nose design allows
the wide beam to be brought forward to
the bow. This design allows for all-round
stability, aids planning and disperses
choppy water.

fighter series bow

**The fighter series bow can now be seen across
the hornet range and on explorer models 390 and
above.

hulls

Our fighter series features a forked shaped bow
which not only sees the front deck and casting
platform area increased by up to 11% but improves
stability at rest – making fishing from the casting
platform a breeze. The fighter series is the new face
of fishing with more storage and easy installations
of electric motors. **

why buy quintrex?
5 YEAR WARRANTY
Quintrex will now be offering an additional 2 year bonus
structural warranty after the existing 3 year warranty
expires. This provides the customer with a total of 5 years
factory backed warranty on any new boat purchases.
Qualifying for your extended warranty is easy just follow
our dealer maintenance schedule as outlined in your
Owner’s Manual. **

DEALER NETWORK
Quintrex has an extensive dealer network with over 60
dealers in Australia alone. Help is never far away whether
you are looking for servicing, advice or boating accessories.
Our dealer network has an abundance of knowledge about
the Quintrex range and the marine industry.

BEST RESALE VALUE IN THE MARKET
Only the best hold their value and Quintrex boats have a
reputation for the best re-sell value in the market. Quality
is the key when it comes to Quintrex – every boat is loved
for years to come, so you can rest assured selling a second
hand Quintrex is a rewarding experience.

AUSTRALIAN MADE
Quintrex boats are all hand built at their Gold Coast based
factory in Queensland, Australia. In fact, Quintrex has
been proudly Australian made since 1945. The Quintrex
Factory employs a team of expert welders, carpenters,
and painters and utilises the latest technology and
manufacturing processes to create the best quality
products to last a lifetime. As the largest manufacturer
in the Southern hemisphere, the Quintrex factory can
produce up to 20 boats a day.

A B O AT T O S U I T E V E RY O N E
Quintrex offers a huge range of boat models with over
100 in their range. So whatever you are after whether
it’s a tough offshore fishing rig or a family runabout
Quintrex have you covered. With a designated Research
and Development team Quintrex is constantly looking to
improve and introduce new models that our customers
want and stay ahead of the competition.

H A N D B U I LT I N A U S T R A L I A ,
WITH THE BEST RE-SALE VALUE
I N T H E M A R K E T.
IF YOU EVER WANT TO LET IT GO!

**Terms and conditions apply consult your Quintrex Owner’s Manual

quintrex factory
& construction
Since Quintrex began building boats in 1945, it has strived to offer the most high-quality
boats possible. Whether it is a boat fresh off the factory floor, or grandad’s boat from
back in the day, Quintrex Quality can be seen in every detail.

A unique advantage to Quintrex is its stretch forming
heritage and capabilities. The machinery needed
to stretch form accurately includes a purposebuilt hydraulic system that shapes flat aluminium
by elongating it over a precise forming die. These
stretch formed shapes make boating in a Quintrex
safer and more enjoyable while utilising the superior
characteristics of aluminium.

By changing the shape of the aluminium, the metal goes
through a process called ‘Work Hardening’. When used
in the right instance, the overall strength of the material
increases. Quintrex’s stretch forming process alters the
crystal structure of the aluminium to make it stronger,
whilst retaining the shape and superior characteristics
of both soft and dry hulls.

Today, the combination of manufacturing excellence
and unique abilities in stretch forming is what has bred
the ‘Blade Hull’, ‘Flared Bow’ and flagship ‘Apex Hull’.
When underway, these hull designs have a sharp entry
for predictable and comfortable handling. The Quintrex
Quality and superior manufacturing abilities are what
inherently stands behind the Quintrex Brand.

At the factory on the Gold Coast, 270 highly skilled
workers are the masterminds behind each Quintrex boat.
The best in the trade, Quintrex Quality can be seen in
each section of the factory from cutting and forming,
to welding, to prep, to paint to finishing.

Looking at where the company is today, it is obvious that
the founding fathers would be overjoyed to see quality
is at the forefront and continued innovation has made
Quintrex become the most desired boats in all of Australia.

FOLLOW US
@QUINTREXAUSTRALIA

@QUINTREXBOATING

construction

The founding fathers, Terry Quantrill and Arthur Arnold,
combined their skills in stretch formed metal with their
passion for fishing to make Quintrex boats. Following the
second world war, the duo set out to improve Australian
boats by designing hulls with the most soft and dry ride
possible.

Check your options…

Active Imaging™ Transducer

A guide to choosing the best
electronics for your new Quintrex
boat.

Lowrance Hook2 Series
The HOOK² Series of fish finder/chartplotter combos boasts features
and functions normally found on high-end fish-finding gear but at
prices that are easy to afford. DownScan, SideScan, GPS navigation
and premium chartplotting are now available for all anglers.

Perfect for pinpointing fish-holding
areas like rockpiles, standing timber,
weedbeds, ditches and drop-offs, new
Active Imaging™ sonar delivers the most
superior clarity and the highest resolution
images of fish and structure at a longer
range than any other structure-imaging
technology.

All Quintrex boats are standard
fit with the Active Imaging™
Transducer - just select your desired
display unit below.

Lowrance HDS Live

Hook2-12

With HDS LIVE, Lowrance took the most popular
fishfinder series on the professional fishing circuit
and made it even better with a sleek new design,
faster processor, built-in suite of navigation tools
and support for a wide array of new fishfinding
technology.

Lowrance Elite Ti2 Series

✓

✓

Visit Lowrance.com for more information.
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Elite-7 Ti2

Equipped with the best set of navigation tools ever
built into a fishfinder/chartplotter display, HDS
LIVE features preloaded C-MAP® Australian Coastal
mapping, automatic routing support and new Genesis
Live onscreen mapping offering precision real-time
mapping, down to ½-foot contours.

CH

Featuring support for Active
Imaging™, FishReveal™ and builtin Australian Coastal charts and
Genesis Live onscreen mapping, the
Elite Ti² fishfinder/chartplotter is
big enough for use as standalone
display, but has a small enough
footprint to be a perfect fit for
boats with limited console space.
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#RETHINK2STROKE

T H E P E R F E C T C O M PA N I O N F O R Y O U R Q U I N N I E
When you buy a Quintrex Instant Boating Package with

E A S Y T O O W N & O P E R AT E
Fewer parts, fewer problems, fewer

an Evinrude outboard and Quintrex trailer you’re buying

repairs. More time on the water!

a product backed and distributed by Australia’s largest

Fewer scheduled dealer services

aluminium boat manufacturer.

No break-in period or oil changes

Forget everything you know about a traditional 2stroke
outboard engine – Evinrude Direct Injection 2stroke offers
the best performance, most intelligent design and cleanest
technology meaning the lowest emissions in its class.

Clean & quiet
Lower emissions
Evinrude is the only brand to win the EPA’s Clean
Air Technology Excellence Award in 2005

D U R A B I L I T Y, Q U A L I T Y & R E L I A B I L I T Y
NEW ETEC 2 STROKE TECHNOLOGY
Evinrude E-TEC is a direct injection two-stroke system
controlled by an engine management module. This means
an exact amount of fuel/oil that is needed is injected directly
into the cylinder. The fuel-delivery technology that allows
engines to operate more efficiently, resulting in more power,
cleaner emissions, and increased fuel economy.

More time on the water. Every part, every system
is designed, built and tested to go the distance.
Easy starts - First time, every time. With
one revolution of the flywheel.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE
Less fuel - You get the precise amount of fuel you
need at any given rpm. Not a droplet more!
Great horsepower to weight ratio
High torque with fuel injection technology

YOU CAN YOU HAVE THE BEST TORQUE,
BEST HANDLING, BEST FUEL ECONOMY
AND LOWEST MAINTENANCE COSTS ALL
IN THE ONE OUTBOARD.

MORE OF THE
O
D

things that
make you
YOUR PHONE

“The most beautiful things
in life aren’t things.
They’re people and places
and memories and laughter”

OCEAN SPIRIT
510
530
570

cabins

Can’t get enough of life on the water? Then you’ll love the Quintrex cabin
boat range, as they are perfect for those longer trips. Large cabin bunks
across the range are spacious and comfortable for storage or shelter- the kids
will love relaxing in there on the way home.

Cabin Cushions
(Ocean Spirit Models)

Folding Rear Lounge

530 sea spirit
Blade Hull, Flared Bow,
anchorwell, aluminium side
pockets, cabin hatch, glove
box, rear ladder, rear lounge
and more.
Protective Cabin

570 ocean spirit
Blade Hull, Flared Bow, walk
through cabin hatch, transom
door, rear ladder, glove box,
side panels with storage, drink
holders, rear lounge and more.
Rear Ladder

cabins

SEA SPIRIT
510
530
570

features

features

Cabin Hatch
(Sea Spirit Models)

Cabin Storage

Side Pockets

Underfloor Storage
For full list of features,
see your dealer or visit
quintrex.com.au

“Family boating
made easy.”
530 SEA SPIRIT

options
510 sea spirit
The 510 Sea Spirit is the perfect boat to get your family out on the
water. Perfect for cruising around the bay or fishing for the weekend
complete with durable aluminium side pockets and a rear lounge for
relaxing.

The beauty of the 530 Sea Spirit is the versatility; it can take you

1

4

1

4

530 sea spirit

2

2

anywhere. This compact cabin features a spacious cabin design and

Bimini & Envelope

5

rear lounge perfect for weekends away with the family or
long fishing trips with your mates.

8

570 sea spirit
Durable and tough, you’ll always have peace of mind cruising in
a 570 Sea Spirit. This boat is made tough to handle a variety of
conditions with smooth, plate look sides, 4mm bottom sheets
and the Blade Hull.

510 ocean spirit

7

After a long day out on the water the kids will love resting on their
Rod Holders

way back in the spacious cabin. The Blade Hull ensures a superb
ride on this model and safety for the family.

530 ocean spirit
If you’re after a little bit of luxury in a compact package, this is the
new Rear Folding Lounge and walk-through cabin hatch.

However you wish to spend your time on the water, the 570 Ocean
Spirit is the perfect platform. This deluxe cabin is perfect for the
family whether it’s water sports, just cruising around or some

3

510 SEA SPIRIT

3

570 ocean spirit

6

570 OCEAN SPIRIT

model for you. With plenty of features included as standard like the

6

Two-Tone Paint

3

serious fishing. Rated up to a 150HP you will love taking this cabin
out on the weekend.

SS
530

SS
570

OC
510

OC
530

OC
570

Available in multiple sizes
to suit your lifestyle. See

1

2

3

4

5

BLADE
HULL

FLARED
BOW

REAR FOLDING
LOUNGE

ANCHORWELL

CABIN
HATCH

7

FLARED BOW

REAR FOLDING
LOUNGE

MARITIME
SEATS

WALK-THROUGH
CABIN HATCH

6
REAR
LADDER

Upgrade to
Hydraulic Steering

your dealer for individual
model configurations.

MULTIPLE SEAT
POSITIONS

8

WALK-THROUGH
DASH

WELDED
ANCHORWELL

CABIN HATCH

REAR LADDER

For full list of options,
see your dealer or visit
quintrex.com.au

cabins

SS
510

stripes & colours

hull colours
Blue

Light Blue

Red

Lime

Orange

Black

Stand out with a two-toned hull and special striping.
This year features over ten hull colours to choose from!

Full Coloured Hull
Grey

stripes colours
Black

Dark Grey

Anthracite
Apex Hull Stripes

Sapphire

Magenta

Lime

Top Stripe

Top Stripe

Middle Stripe

Middle Stripe

Bottom Stripe

Bottom Stripe

Always Anthracite

Deep Purple

Light Grey

Ocean

Olympic Blue

Burgundy

Orange

Dark Green

Teal

Red

Yellow

Taupe

White

Hull Stripes

All colours shown are as close as the reproduction process allows.

wraps
Choose from one of our seven designs or create your own.
claw
Available blue, black, green and red.

sweep
Available in blue (as above), aqua,
green, red and purple.

ice
Available in aqua (as above), blue,
black, green and red.

Geometrix
Available in red (as above), yellow,
grey, blue and green.

camouflage
Available in snow (as above), military
green, ocean blue and autumn orange.

Available in green (as above), blue
purple, red and yellow.

quintrex australia
Available in green (as above), blue,
purple, red and yellow.

options & extras

adrenaline

IT DOESN’T

STOP
THERE

accessory
kit

extras
Make it yours. Why not add a personal touch to your Quintrex to go
boating your way.

Transom Door

Wake Tower

• Auto Bilge
• Pump
• Battery Box
• Isolator
• Switch
• Navigation Lights
• Switch Panel

Convertible Bait Board/Ski Pole

Bass Sports Seat
Casting Platform For Esky

Rod Locker (Hornets Only)

Ski Pole

Mega Chopper

Live Bait Tank In Back Deck

Live Bait Tank With Divider

Side Pocket

Drum Winch

Bow Mount Plate

Angler Sports Seat

Fish Sports Seat

Maxi Bracket

Casting Platform For Fridge

Auxiliary Motor Bracket
Heavy Duty — Engines Up To 25Hp/80Kg

Please see separate features for plate boats.

Maritime Sports Seat

canopies,
biminis &
covers

With boating comes weather so protection from the elements is a must. From biminis with
all-round visibility to front clears and side curtains, quintrex has you covered.

Bimini - Bowrider

Burgundy

Pacific Blue

Persian Green

Captain Navy

White on Grey

Toast

Cadet Grey

Bimini - Top Ender

Bimini NT / NQ — for extra height and cover

Jet Black
Bimini - Runabout

Front clears and Curtains Cuddy Cabins,
Runabouts & Bowriders (side curtains available)

Available for most boats across the Quintrex range. Contact your dealer for more information.

All colours shown are as close as the
reproduction process allows. To view
all colours visit QUINTREX.COM.AU

options & extras

Tonneau/Bow Cover - Bowrider

Red

 Designed and made in Australia
 316 Stainless Steel heavy
weight drum
 3 Year Limited Warranty
 Tangle free rope and chain
operation
 Mechanical auto and manual
release free fall (DFF08 model)
 Fast recovery with ease
of operation
 Electrical components
Quintrex factory fitted
(Includes reversing solenoid, 100 AMP
circuit breaker and Rocker switch)

trailers

“Only a Quintrex trailer has been
custom designed to match your boat.

Every Quintrex trailer is built to meet the needs of your
Quintrex boat using the same precision engineering.

trailer code

description

boat
fitment
guide
m

ATM
kg

length
mm

tare
weight
kg

width
mm

brakes

RIM
size

alloy /
steel
wheels

galvanised
axle /
spring

sealed
bearing
units

LED
lights

walkway

spare
wheel &
carrier

catch &
release

ALUMINIUM LIGHT SERIES
TALS749S13

Alloy light short

3.5 - 4.0

749

4630

140

1820

NO

13”

S

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

N

TALL749S13

Alloy light long

4.0 - 4.4

749

5120

160

2140

NO

13”

S

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

N

ALUMINIUM SERIES
TA749S13S

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

4.0 - 4.5

749

5360

220

2250

NO

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA1098S13SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

4.0 - 4.5

1098

5360

280

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA1100S13SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

4.5 - 4.8

1100

5700

300

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA1298S13SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

4.8 - 5.2

1298

6070

280

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA1400S13SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

5.0 - 5.3

1400

6070

280

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA1595S14SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Skid

5.3 - 5.8

1595

6400

320

2250

YES

14”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TA2000T13SB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Tandem Skid

5.8 - 6.2

2000

7000

440

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

MULTI-ROLLER SERIES
TAB612000T13RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

5.9 - 6.3

2000

6970

440

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TAB652000T13RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

6.4 - 6.8

2000

6970

440

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TAB692000T13RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

6.8 - 7.0

2000

7370

500

2250

YES

13”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TAB652600T14RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

6.4 - 6.8

2600

6970

560

2250

YES

14”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TAB692750T14RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

6.9 - 7.3

2750

7640

560

2250

YES

14”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

TAB692600T14RB

Rolled I-Beam Alloy - Blade Tandem Multi-Roller

6.9 - 7.0

2600

7330

560

2310

YES

14”

A

Y

Y

Y

Opt

Opt

Opt

*Please check with your local dealer for state availability on certain models

*2500 and 2750 Yellowfin trailer comes standard with Alco hydraulic brake system

*2600 and 2750 Quintrex trailer comes standard with Hydrostar hydraulic brake system

Rolled I Beam
for Strength

Heavy Duty
Poly Keel
Rollers

Moulded Guards
with Step

options

Heavy Duty
Poly Skids

Swing Up
Jockey Wheel

Drive On Cradle for
Easy Trailering

Catch n Release

Hydro Braking System

Submersible
LED Lights

Double Mounted
Heavy Duty
Poly Flippers
Adjustable Axle Position
for Optimum Tow-Ball
Weight

Rolled I Beam
for Strength

Double Mounted
Heavy Duty
Poly Flippers

Spare Wheel

Moulded Guards
with Steps

Heavy Duty
Poly Skids

New Rim
Swing Up
Jockey Wheel

Gal Spare Wheel Carrier

Trailer Walkway

Drive On Cradle for
Easy Trailering
Heavy Duty
Poly Keel
Rollers

Submersible
LED Lights

TA1595S14SB
Heavy Duty
Skid Posts

Swing Away Draw Bar

trailers

Adjustable Axle
Position for Optimum
Tow-Ball Weight

87 BOATS 87 STORIES

VISIT QUINTREX.COM.AU

The contents of this brochure, excluding Warranty Provisions, will not form part of any contractual agreement. Quintrex recommends all persons comply with their local boating regulations and are familiar with safe boating practices. This brochure is
designed to provide you with an introduction to the Quintrex Products (including available optional equipment). Because of changes in conditions and circumstances Quintrex* reserves the right at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue
or change the features, designs, materials, colours and other specifications and the prices of its products and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective purchaser.
Details referred to in this brochure are based on pre-production specifications and could be altered or deleted prior to the boats sale date. Because of variations which occur in manufactured products, all capacities, measurements, dimensions and weights
quoted should be taken as approximate only and are subject to change. Quintrex reserves the right to discontinue or change any of the exterior colours and interior trims referred to in this brochure at any time without notice. Every effort has been made to
depict boat colours and trims as realistically as possible in this brochure; however some variation may occur due to printing limitations. Always consult an authorised Quintrex dealer to view actual colours and trims and for the latest information with respect
to features, specifications, prices, optional equipment and availability before deciding to purchase. Quintrex does not offer factory direct sales or prices. For updated specifications, please refer to the Quintrex website
www.quintrex.com.au *Quintrex- Telwater Pty Ltd. (A.B.N. 15 010 795 507) Printed August 2019, version 2.

